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In November and December 1990 and 1991, we carried out a
detailed investigation of late Cenozoic glacial deposits exposed
within Nibelungen Valley (77°40'S 161°20'E) in the western
Asgard Range. A major objective was to examine depositional
and erosional evidence for ice-sheet overriding of the western
McMurdo Dry Valleys.

Previous studies cite subglacial channels and potholes
(Sugden, Denton, and Marchant 1991), extensive drift sheets
(Marchant, Denton, and Sugden 1990), highly dissected uncon-
solidated deposits (Ackert 1990), and stoss-and-lee topography
(Denton et al. 1984) to infer northeast glacial overriding of the
western Asgard Range. Here, we describe widespread diam-
ictons, short-traveled gravel deposits, and linear ground-flutes
that are consistent with northeast glacial overriding. Our pre-
liminary results are based on on-site mapping with low-eleva-
tion air photographs and detailed descriptions of 135 soil ex-
cavations in central and lower Nibelungen Valley.

Nibelungen Valley is a north-facing and predominantly ice-
free valley that heads at the sinuous divide of the western
Asgard Range between upper Taylor and upper Wright Valley
in southern Victoria Land. Nibelungen Valley opens onto
Wright Valley about 1,000 meters above Mummy Ponds and is
incised in Beacon Supergroup Sandstones, Ferrar Dolerite, and
meta-igneous rocks of the basement complex.

Sessrumir Till. A silt-rich and unconsolidated diamicton, con-
taining striated dolerite and siltstone erratics overlies northeast-
trending striations and molded dolerite bedrock in central Nibe-
lungen Valley. Elsewhere, this diamicton overlies weathered
sandstone bedrock and is covered partially by extensive out-
crops of Asgard till, a sandstone-rich drift which represents an
expanded tongue of the east antarctic ice sheet that filled Wright
Valley (Ackert 1990).

The underlying bedrock striations, the molded and striated
clasts, and the siltstone erratics suggest glacial deposition be-
neath wet-based ice. Siltstone erratics, the nearest outcrop of
which occurs about 30 kilometers to the southwest in the Qua-
termain Mountains, imply far-traveled glacial ice. On the basis

of similar lithologies, drift textures, and underlying bedrock
striations, we correlate this drift with Sessrumir till exposed in
central Sessrumir Valley farther west in the Asgard Range (Mar-
chant et al. 1990). Sessrumir till most likely represents expan-
sion of the east antarctic ice sheet and northeast glacial overrid-
ing of the western Asgard Range although we cannot preclude
an alternative origin beneath local cirque glaciers (Marchant et
al. 1990).

Nibelungen drift. A gravel-rich and unconsolidated diamicton
crops out on the floor of east-central Nibelungen Valley in thin,
discontinuous patches near the down-valley edge of a closed-
bedrock hollow (figure 1). This hollow truncates a variety of
unconsolidated diamictons, including Sessrumir till, and ex-
poses local sandstone and granite bedrock.

Nibelungen drift is composed of a chaotic mixture of un-
weathered and angular gravel-sized clasts and poorly sorted
sands. Clast lithologies are identical in composition to bedrock
now exposed within the nearby depression. Several hand-dug

Figure 1. Preliminary sketch-map showing the geometric relation-
ships among Nibelungen drift, Sessrumir Till, undifferentiated
diamictons, and the closed-bedrock hollow in central Nibelungen
Valley. (m denotes meters.)
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exposures show that Nibelungen drift unconformably over-
lies in-situ ventifact pavements and silt-rich unconsolidated
diamictons.

The geometric relationship and lithologic similarities be-
tween Nibelungen drift and the closed-bedrock hollow; the
sharp, planar contact with underlying diamictons; and the ab-
sence of weathered and varnished clasts suggest that Nibelun-
gen drift is a glacial deposit derived from unweathered bedrock
removed from the adjacent hollow. Because the drift occurs
down-valley from the bedrock-hollow and overlies in-situ yen-
tifact pavements, we infer a complex association of subglacial
erosion and deposition beneath northeast-flowing, predomi-
nantly cold-based ice. Finally, because it stratigraphically over-
lies Sessrumir till, Nibelungen drift postdates an early phase
of temperate overriding(?) glaciation in Nibelungen Valley.

Erosional features and linear ground flutes. Asgard and Sessru-
mir tills show sharp, disjointed outcrop patterns in lower Nibe-
lungen Valley (figure 2). In places, closed circular-depressions
truncate Asgard till and expose the underlying Sessrumir till.
Elsewhere, isolated Asgard till patches overlie widespread out-
crops of the Sessrumir till.

Asgard till patches lack relief and merge evenly with adjacent
Sessrumir till outcrops. Stratigraphic sections exposed across
surface contacts show inclined and truncated beds of Asgard
till overlying Sessrumir till (figure 3). In places, buried in-situ
desert pavements stratigraphically separate Asgard and Sess-
rumir tills.

The disjointed outcrop pattern and truncated strata within
Asgard till most probably reflect subglacial erosion. Because
erosional features cut Asgard till, we suggest that glacial ero-
sion postdates deposition of this unit. We cannot preclude syn-
depositional erosion beneath the ice that deposited Asgard till,
but the presence of in-situ desert pavements beneath the As-
gard till strongly suggest that here the Asgard ice-tongue was
not actively eroding its bed.

Closely spaced and continuous linear ground flutes cut uni-
formly across disjointed outcrops of Sessrumir and Asgard tills
in lower Nibelungen Valley (figure 2). Such flutes are spaced
1-2 meters apart and are composed of aligned boulders imbed-
ded within and perched on the top of till outcrops. Upstanding
boulders are exposed to northeast-flowing katabatic winds and
show ventifacted facets and extensive pitting. Flutes locally di-
verge 5o_10o around topographic highs, but otherwise trend to
the northeast for a distance of about 500 meters. A sandstone-
rich colluvial deposit devoid of flutes overlies fluted Asgard till
near the east wall of lower Nibelungen Valley.

Our preliminary investigation of Nibelungen ground flutes
favors a glacial origin. We note that aligned boulders imbedded
within till matrixes imply subsurface modification, which is
inconsistent with an origin based solely on surface wind-ero-
sion. Because Nibelungen ground flutes parallel existing kata-
batic winds we cannot preclude wind erosion, but the absence
of flutes on adjacent unconsolidated colluvial deposits implies
that such flutes are not forming under the present climate.
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Figure 2. Low-elevation aerial photograph showing disjointed and eroded outcrop patterns of Sessrumir and Asgard tills, and the cross-
cutting linear ground flutes in lower Nibelungen Valley. The flutes trend diagonally across the photograph, from the upper left corner to
the lower right corner.
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Figure 3. Photograph of hand-dug section cut across surface con-
tact of Sessrumir and Asgard tills at point indicated in figure 2.
Note inclined strata within the Asgard till (light colored unit) trun-
cated at the present ground surface.

Nibelungen Valley shows strong evidence of an early phase
of temperate overriding(?) glaciation followed by a later phase
of predominantly cold-based(?) erosive glaciation(s). Sessrumir
till represents an early phase of wet-based glaciation in Nibe-
lungen Valley. Far-traveled siltstone erratics within this unit
imply northeast-flowing temperate glaciation of the western
Asgard Range (Marchant et al. 1990). Younger, predominantly
cold-based (although locally erosive) glaciations are inferred
from the Nibelungen drift-and-hollow sequence, highly eroded
and dissected till outcrops, and linear ground flutes superim-
posed on Asgard and Sessrurnir tills.

As a working hypothesis, we suggest that the disjointed out-
crop pattern of Sessrurnir and Asgard tills, the cross-cutting
linear ground flutes, and the Nibelungen drift-and-hollow se-
quence represent a single glacial event postdating deposition
of the Sessumir and Asgard tills. We argue that northeast-
trending flutes and inferred transport path of Nibelungen drift
suggest subglacial modification beneath a young episode (post-
dating deposition of Asgard till) of northeast-flowing ice. As
such, these features are consistent with an origin beneath
northeast-flowing overriding ice which egulfed the western As-
gard Range (Marchant et al. 1990; Sugden et al. 1991).

We thank Thomas Fenn, Garth Hirsch, and Charles Lager-
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kindly reviewing this paper. The U.S. Navy provided helicopter
support. This work was funded by the Division of Polar Pro-
grams of the National Science Foundation.
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Isotopes produced in rocks by cosmic rays offer a promising
new tool for studying exposure histories of geologic surfaces.
We are applying these techniques in the McMurdo Dry Valleys-

McMurdo Sound area of Antarctica with the goal of constrain -
ing the glacial history of the region. In the 1989-1990 and 1990-
1991 field seasons, numerous samples of glacial moraines and
other unconsolidated surface deposits, exposed bedrock, and
lava flows were collected. Our initial efforts concentrated on
measurements of in situ produced cosmogenic helium-3 in
samples from an extremely well-exposed sequence of boulder-
belt moraines deposited by the Taylor Glacier in lower Arena
Valley (figure 1). Complementary measurements of in situ pro-
duced beryllium-10 and aluminum-26 have also been made in
a subset of these samples (Brown et al. 1991; Brook et al. in
press).

The moraines in lower Arena Valley are believed to have
formed during expansions of the Taylor Glacier and adjacent
east antarctic plateau in global interglacial periods. Correlations
with uranium-thorium dated deposits in middle Taylor Valley
(Hendy et al. 1979; Denton et al. 1989), based on soil develop-
ment and other weathering characteristics, suggest that the
"Taylor II" and "Taylor III" moraines were deposited during
interglacial oxygen isotope stages 5 and 7, respectively (approx-
imately 100,000 and 200,000 years ago). These moraines have
been used to reconstruct ice-surface profiles for the Taylor Gla-
cier at these times (Denton et al. 1989). Within Arena Valley,
however, there are no direct age constraints for these deposits.

Quartz mineral separates from sandstone and granite boul-
ders in the moraines were analyzed for helium isotopes at
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